Entorhinal-hippocampal interactions in medial temporal lobe epilepsy.
Experimental studies suggest important interactions between hippocampus and entorhinal cerebral cortex in generation of temporal lobe seizure activity. We studied electrical expression of spontaneous temporal lobe ictal activity in hippocampus and entorhinal cortex in 9 medically refractory epileptic patients who had intracranial depth and subdural electrodes implanted during surgical evaluation. All 9 patients subsequently underwent anteromedial temporal lobectomy with hippocampectomy, all had > 50% decrease in neuronal cell density in hippocampal CA1 and CA3, and all had good to excellent seizure outcome after operation. Two to 10 spontaneous seizures were analyzed per patient (total 41 seizures). Nine patients had variable onset of seizure activity recorded in hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, or both simultaneously. Low-voltage fast activity was observed in either location and varied among seizures in an individual patient. Periodic preictal spikes, when present, were often synchronous in both locations, but were noted independently only in hippocampus. Our data suggest that preictal spikes and low-voltage fast seizure discharges have anatomically distinct origins, and that some syndromes of medial temporal lobe epilepsy involve interactions between entorhinal and hippocampal regions that act together to produce and propagate the seizures in such patients.